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Introduction 

Congratulations on your purchase of a new Tiny Auto Intersection Kit! This kit is the easiest way to bring 
working traffic light functionality to your model railroad, diorama, or any other display which requires a 
traffic light! Once installed, this kit maintains a realistic lighting sequence at any auto intersection on a 
model railroad or diorama. Just plug it in and forget about it! 

This kit includes one assembled controller circuit board, and four scale traffic light heads. This controller 
even allows you to choose between two modes of operation: normal and fast. Normal mode will cycle 
through the color sequence at a speed similar to real traffic signals. Fast mode, however, cycles through 
this pattern much faster to match fast time-keeping operations on your scale model railroad. 

Features 

• Operates on 8-24 volt DC power 
• Includes circuit protection for accidental reverse polarity connections 
• Select between normal and fast operation 
• 4 included scale traffic lights work flawlessly with the controller 
• Included scale traffic lights can be painted or left in their natural yellow color 
• Small size and convenient mounting holes make it easy to mount on a model train display 

This kit is the easiest way to add real-life traffic light functionality to any model railroad or diorama! In 
under an hour you can add a fully-operational automobile intersection to your model railroad or 
diorama, bringing another layer of realism to your display. 

This kit was designed by D5 DEM. D5 is a small, family-operated engineering and design company 
located in northern New Jersey. Our goal is to provide high-quality, American-made products at 
reasonably low prices. We never compromise on quality for any reason. 
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Materials and Components 

Included Components 
Component ID Component Type Quantity 

C1 Controller Circuit Board 1 
L1 Traffic Light Head 4 
J1 Jumper 1 

 

Required Tools/Parts 
• Soldering Iron 
• Solder (40/60 is recommended) 
• Small Flat Head Screwdriver 
• Voltmeter (recommended) 
• Circuit Board Vise (recommended) 
• Screwdriver (appropriate for the mounting screws used) 
• Drill 
• Small Drill Bit (1/8" or smaller) 
• Cyanoacrylate glue 
• Paint 
• Traffic Light Pole (appropriate to your model's scale/era) 
• Mounting Screws (x4) (No. 4 or No.6 screws are recommended) 
• Power Supply (7 VDC to 12 VDC is recommended) 
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Installation 

Customizing and Painting the Traffic Light Heads 
The traffic lights in your Tiny Auto Intersection Kit come as a yellow resin, with a dark band around the 
outside edge. This band comes from the circuit board which is encased in each traffic light. Because of 
this, it is recommended that you paint your traffic lights an appropriate color, to bring more realism to 
your display.  

First, decide if you want a hood over each of the three lights within a head. These traffic lights come 
without such a hood, because it is often easier to see the light colors without hoods over the lights. 
However, to achieve greater realism, you can create a hood from styrene, brass, or any other common 
material. Once you have affixed the hoods if desired, you can move forward to painting.  

We recommend against using spray paints or an airbrush to paint these traffic light heads. Because the 
three lights on each head are built-in, you run the risk of painting over the lights. Instead, use either a 
fine paintbrush or a toothpick to carefully apply paint to all parts of the traffic light except for the divots 
in the front where the three lights are housed. Also, before painting, take note of the orientation of the 
red mark on one side of the traffic light head. This mark represents the red, or top, side of the traffic 
light. Remembering which side of the traffic light is the top makes it easier to install later.  

 
Figure 2. Location of Red Indicator on N Scale Tiny Traffic Light 
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Mounting the Traffic Light Heads 
Once the heads have been customized and painted to your satisfaction, they can be installed on your 
layout or diorama.  

First, install on your railroad the poles which you will be mounting the traffic lights to. There are many 
different options when deciding on how to use these poles, depending on the time period and location 
which you are modeling. Also, take time first to plan out where the traffic lights should be located, 
based on the type of intersection you are modeling. This aspect of the design is all up to you, based on 
how your model has been designed.  

Once the poles are in place, you can mount the traffic light heads to them. We recommend using a 
cyanoacrylate glue as this bonds well to many different surfaces. Using a small amount of glue, mount 
the traffic light heads, keeping in mind which end is the red end. Refer back to the previous section for 
information about determining the light orientation.  

Once the light head is mounted on the pole, feed the wires for the light along the length of the pole 
being used. If the pole is hollow, you can run the wires through it. Otherwise, use small amounts of 
cyanoacrylate glue or tape to secure these wires to the pole.  

Warning: To not put too much stress on the wires powering the traffic light head. The wire is very fine, 
making it susceptible to breakage if subjected to too much pulling or repeated stress. 

Once the wires are run to the "ground" of your model, use a small drill bit (1/8" or smaller) to drill a hole 
through the model, right near the base of the traffic light pole. Then, after carefully straightening the 
remaining wire, feed it through this hole to the underside of your layout or diorama.  

Repeat this process to mount all of the traffic lights being used at the intersection.  
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Connecting the Traffic Lights to the Controller 
Now it is time to prepare the controller circuit board for installation.  

First, locate the traffic light ports on the controller circuit board. This is an 8 x 4 grid of silver circular 
pads in the upper left hand corner of the circuit board. The 8 rows of this grid are labeled: COM, RED, 
YLW, GRN, RED, YLW, GRN, COM.  

Using a hot soldering iron and a small amount of solder, carefully tin all the pads in the left two columns 
of this grid. These will be the 16 smaller circular pads, not the 16 larger pads. After tinning, these pads 
should have the holes filled in, with a small mound of solder over each pad, visible on the top side of the 
circuit board.  

Next, it is time to mount the circuit board to your layout or diorama. Using a screwdriver and small 
screws (No. 4 or No. 6 are recommended), secure the circuit board to the layout or diorama by feeding 
the screws through the four large mounting holes on the corners of the circuit board. Drive these screws 
in until they are snug against the circuit board, but not so tight that the board is being bent. This circuit 
board should be mounted in a way that the wires for the traffic light heads all reach the traffic light 
ports on the controller. 

Warning: Do not drive the mounting screws in too deep, as this may cause the circuit board to crack. A 
cracked circuit board will not operate as intended. 

Once the circuit board is in place, the traffic lights can be connected. The wires for the traffic lights all 
come pre-tinned, so they are ready to be soldered to the circuit board. In order for the traffic lights to 
operate in a realistic pattern, it is imperative that they are connected to the controller correctly. 
Opposite traffic lights on your model (North-South, or East-West) must be connected on the same rows 
of the port on the circuit board. Carefully solder the red wires to the RED rows, the yellow/orange wires 
to the YLW rows, the green wires to the GRN rows, and the purple wires to the COM rows. Please see 
Figure 3. for clarification on the connections. 
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Figure 3. Wiring Connection Diagram 

If your intersection has only 3 traffic lights, follow the same wiring diagram, but just omit one of the 
traffic light heads when you are soldering the connections. 
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Setting the Speed Mode 
The Tiny Traffic Light Controller, the brain of this kit, can operate in two speed modes. In Fast Mode, the 
controller cycles through the lighting pattern very fast. This is good for fast-speed operation sessions, or 
to quickly demonstrate the setup. In Normal Mode, the colors of the traffic lights change at a more 
realistic speed, typical of that seen at real-life traffic lights.  

To set the desired speed, locate the jumper port on the lower right side of the circuit board. The port 
has three metal pins, labeled H2 on the circuit board. Take the J1 jumper, and connect it across 2 of the 
3 pins. Normal Mode is enabled by connecting the jumper across the top 2 pins, Fast Mode is enabled by 
connecting the jumper across the bottom 2 pins, as is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Speed Mode Jumper Position 

Note: The mode of operation can be changed at any time, simply by switching the connection of the J1 
jumper on this port. 
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Connecting Power 
The final step in setting up your Tiny Auto Intersection Kit is connecting power. The controller circuit 
board operates on DC power, ranging from 7 volts to 12 volts. As lighting busses on model railroads 
often operate at 12 volt DC, a bus like this is perfect for powering the controller! If you do not have an 
existing power bus, a simple wall transformer with DC output in the correct voltage range will power the 
controller. 

Warning: Do not connect AC power to the controller circuit board, as this may cause irreparable 
damage to the circuit board. This controller is designed to operate on DC input voltage only. 

After locating the power source, use a voltmeter or follow the markings on the power supply to find the 
positive and negative sides of the power supply. Using a small screwdriver, connect the power wires to 
the circuit board through the green screw terminal on the lower left side of the circuit board. Follow the 
markings on the circuit board and as shown in Figure 3. to ensure you connect the positive wire to the 
positive terminal, and the negative wire to the negative wire to the negative terminal. 

 
Figure 3. Wiring Connection Diagram 
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Figure 5. Location of Power Markings 

With that, your Tiny Auto Intersection Kit is installed! With the power supply turned on, the lights at the 
scale intersection should light, and will follow a realistic pattern as they change aspects for the scale 
automobiles! If your traffic lights to not operate correctly, refer to the Troubleshooting section at the 
end. 
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Troubleshooting Tips 
If none of the steps outlined here correct problems with your control board, please contact us at 
service@d5dem.com. We are more than happy to help troubleshoot your board. Customer satisfaction 
is one of our top priorities! 

My control board doesn't power on 
First, use a voltmeter to ensure your DC power supply is working. If it is, then your DC power connection 
may be backwards. Ensure that the positive line matches with the terminal marked "+" and the negative 
line matches with the terminal marked "-". An LED in the lower left corner of the controller circuit board 
indicates if power is on. 

The traffic light doesn't follow the correct pattern 
You may have connected the power wires for the traffic light in the wrong order. Refer to the 
"Connecting the Traffic Lights to the Controller" section on page 6 and double check your connections. 

My controller was smashed by a herd of elephants 
Contact us at service@d5dem.com if this occurs.  

mailto:service@d5dem.com
mailto:service@d5dem.com
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